ASMSU Senate Minutes – September 12th, 2013
SUB 235

- Call Meeting to Order at 6:00 pm
- Roll Call
- Review Previous Minutes
  - April 18th, 2013
Rowe: Move to approve.
Seconded by Mains.
Approved.
- Public Comment
- Presentations
  - President Cruzado - Welcome!
  - HFC Oversight
    - Tom Stump, Steve Erickson
  - Student Organization Funding
    - Mandy St. Aubyn
St. Aubyn: Welcome back to new school year. Talk quickly about student organization funding. Handout with some numbers. Fee increased to $6.35. Funded 96 clubs last year. 205 registered so that’s almost half, happy with that. Almost $160,000 to work with this year. Gave away first grand last night of the rolling funding. Ended year with money in reserve fund. Student clubs not spending all they were allocated. $14,500 in reserve.
Updates: since fee passed, funding board did some updates on policies, increased rolling funding to $1000 max instead of $500. Keep at 2/3 mass, 1/3 rolling to divide pool. Submit apps at least two weeks before funding needed. Issues with that in the past. Taking over true ownership of the fee. Hybrid last year where we oversaw it but Brandi, OM, signed off on everything. We’re managing everything this year. Speed things up for us. Implement matching fund program. Didn’t want $14,500 to sit there.
Rolling? What should we do? Last spring talked about matching fund program. Cara did some great research over summer about best practices, good models, what will work best here at MSU. Pilot year for us. I have you guidelines we have for that. Haven’t announced to clubs yet. Basic concept: apply for up to $500. Do that, agree to raise
$500 or match it. Seek donations, individual fundraisers, whatever. Hope it will encourage clubs to fundraise on their own and have incentives for doing so. Things will likely change in the year and we'll adjust accordingly, excited to try it and have new way for clubs to apply for money.

Rowe: Love idea of pilot program. How do we verify clubs have achieved matching amount of money?

St. Aubyn: Proof of check and deposit, won't release money until they show proof of that. Can't come from a member due or something like that, or some person writes a check for $100 and gets it back.

Rowe: How will you do that?

St. Aubyn: Honor system. It's in guidelines. If we suspect something, pull advisor in and investigate. Universities across country do it, have good systems in place.

Thuringer: Another way to verify that is OAE doesn't just hand them check, have to turn in receipts, approved for $500, need to turn in $1000 of receipts.

Rowe: I like that, but my questions was toward making sure students don't bring $100 to the equation. See receipt but won't see them giving money to bank account. How do we make sure they are justly accruing that money? We can see they spent it but we can't see how it came in.

Townshend: We can continue this discussion later. Let's eat pizza! Recess for a few. I'd like to propose that we skip bylaws for now, could take awhile.

- New Business
  - SOFB Appointment – Senator

Townshend: Eligible: Available Wednesdays at 4 for 1-1.5 hours weekly meetings, will change after elections in early October.

Rowe: Nominate Oak.

Oak accepts.

Thuringer: Nominate Dove.

Dove declines.


Marshall declines.

Vote to approve Oak: 10/0/0. One abstention.
Townshend: Approved.

○ Finance Board At Large
Townshend: Senate must approve appointment by President Murdock.
Murdock: Tiffany stepped down, appointed Tom to take place on Finance Board and he will serve in that capacity for remainder of year.
French: Move to approve.
Seconded by Dove.
Vote 11/0/0.

○ Senate VP
Townshend: Do we appoint new senate VP for remainder of term until October 3rd? Past few weeks, I've taken over duties, not getting paid but it's not much. Funding board for hour a week, etc. Bylaws call for appointment first meeting after resignation. I think its unnecessary to train and appoint someone however it does say so in bylaws. I recommend we move to suspend rule that says when we have to appoint person and wait until after new senate comes in on Oct. 10th. Up for you to decide.
Mains: Would this person receive the stipend?
Townshend: I personally don't think so. Technically could be paid to do essentially no work.
Mains: If we do, are we going to pay them?
Townshend: I don't know if I’m allowed to say no but it seems unnecessary to do so.
Rowe: Bad precedent if we finalize bylaws and we’re going to break them on the first meeting of the new school year. I also don't think we have to pay position but do feel we should have someone fill that role temporarily.
Schaff: Less than three weeks before elections, not much needs to be done. I’m sure Senate President Townshend can handle it. Move to suspend bylaws for appointment of a new Senate Vice President.
Seconded Thuringer.
Thuringer: Point of setting precedent, people probably won't care much. Don’t do it, don’t have to pay someone, save students money, appealing argument, more of a hassle to train someone new once they know, do it for a week.
Oak: Echo Thuringer. We’re elected to be fiscally responsible with student funds. Note that bylaws are our code of conduct and are meant to be flexible and adapt to times of change and this is one of those times, shouldn’t feel any consequence for making decision.

French: Senate VP would still be receiving stipend. It’s almost 5 until next senate would take seats. If that matters, I’m relatively indifferent. Appoint someone, noble would be to not accept stipend which is perfectly feasible. It might be a good idea to have one. They would be trained to run a meeting. If someone wants to do that. I’m relatively indifferent. They should turn down the financial side of it at this point.

Goldstein: As Townshend said, doesn’t seem to be a position that has much merit for us to fill right now. Townshend is doing a good job filling the few requirements that do exist right now. As long as that’s not a drain on his ability to do his other duties, I’m comfortable allowing him to do that for remainder of the term.

Townshend: Requires a 2/3 vote to pass.

Vote: 8/3/0. Rule suspended. Motion carries. Hate to get started on bylaw discussion if Cruzado plans on coming.

French: Think we can stop if she comes. My greatest hope is that it is not a long discussion.

Townshend: We will do that and move into discussion on proxy voting.

- Unfinished Business
  - Bylaws - Proxy Votes

Townshend: As we all know, there were some tensions when we discussed proxy voting, very long meeting. Tension is an understatement. Hopefully we can get to some resolution quickly on this and go from there. Issue with voting for this. Passage of bylaws required ¾ vote. 9 votes. However, passed already, consider any votes on this as simple majority as if it were an amendment.

French: Shouldn’t we treat it like we suspended previous rule and 2/3?

Townshend: Bylaws do require ¾ vote. Change to bylaw, would require ¾ vote. Want to add something in, makes it hard to add it in. I’m trying to level playing field unless no one cares.
Rowe: We’ve already bent the bylaws once tonight. I’d feel comfortable if we stuck to them at least once in this meeting tonight.

Townshend: Suspension of rules is an actual procedure, that’s legal.

Goldstein: Right now no mention of proxy under bylaws, so functioning under bylaws, no proxy allowed. Unless someone wants to make amendment to current bylaws there is no proxy voting.

French: I would like to move to amend.

Mains: Point of information. Amendment written up at last meeting?

Thuringer: It failed.

Townshend: It’s in the minutes. That’s why I sent out the minutes. I take full responsibility for not saving that.

French: Move to suspend previous discussion.

Seconded by Mains.

  ○ President Cruzado - Welcome!

Townshend: Thanks! Welcome! Thanks for pizza.

Cruzado: SO happy to be here. Madame president and VP, thanks for escorting me. Sorry for being late. Busy start of semester. So happy to see that you came back! Experiencing record enrollment numbers. Were already fastest growing institution in state, definitely moreso this year! Very proud: went to registrars office and financial aid where students were standing in long lines last year and I feel anguish about that. This year, everything was so well organized. Virtually no lines in registrar, no lines in financial aid. Every student had a bed. I hope along with growth in numbers you are seeing that we are really stretching to meet your needs with the degree of quality. Exciting year. Bobcats playing again this Saturday. Problem: student section is selling out! Absolutely fantastic. Passion people have for this institution. Recommendations? Questions? Pieces of gossip?

Townshend: Run this as more informal, be more respectful.

Schaff: Extend thank you to RHA and admissions who got orientation on its feet, had everything accommodated, etc. Orientation hectic but organized. Extend applause to them.
Cruzado: Absolutely right. Celebrating Ronda and her staff because they do a monumental job. Took cupcakes to registrars and financial aid, little positive reinforcement goes a long way.

Oak: Thanks for coming. Pleased to hear you speak, get free pizza. What do you think is one of the biggest weaknesses that MSU has right now that we in this room have the power to change? We have all this energy, how can we not waste it?

Cruzado: Biggest obstacle is our culture of silences. Lots of duplication of effort going on in each department, college. Resources better pulled together, harder. For example, IT. Need I say more? Taken me three years to gain some traction, invest substantial resources, and accomplish so minimal gains including upgrading wifi. Not where we want to be yet. Why is it that my wifi in resnet is so different than in other places? It should be seamless in my view. You can help us. Continue push directors of units to collaborate, pool resources together, place students at center of conversation. Lack of resources isn’t the problem, it’s that we squander when we do not collaborate. Very intelligent question.

Oaks: I have one at least once a year.

Mains: This summer I realized that MSU and online courses from anywhere is the most difficult process ever. What steps are you taking to make our university more 2013 with online courses, education, etc?

Cruzado: Another case of pernicious division. Moment in our history where we assigned online education to extended university. Treated that differently. Seek own funds, etc. therefore no incentive or understanding on part of departments to embrace online learning. These are difficult conversations because it means taking someone who has been doing a remarkable job and saying we’d like to reformulate this. Conversations started, give deans and colleges ultimate responsibility for online courses. Second complication: different regulations of fees of online education. Can we deregulate fee structure we have here? Online course that doesn’t meet minimum number of students enrolled won’t happen. Students from Japan or China or out of state can enroll, then financially feasible to pay for that course.

Mains: Has it been brought up partnering up with Wyoming for online courses? They always suggest there. Maybe we could make it easier to transfer credits?
Cruzado: Adam Edelman. CIO. Kim Open, Potvin to have that conversation. Reality, very complicated, so in the interest of students they deserve to have that analyzed. I’ve been pushing it a lot and important to understand that our students are ready for that and you want that.

Thuringer: Someone asked me what I thought the ethical responsibility of a university is to students, community, state, and the world? Very broad question. Maybe for another time. But I’d love to hear.

Cruzado: Some of you have heard my speech about land grants. Before 1862, there were some private universities on east coast. End of conversation. Which meant if you were not in one of those places, your chances for higher education were slim. Don’t have resources to pay for the tuition, your chances to attend those almost nonexistent. Enter Justin Morrill. One public university in each state and territory of union for purpose of education sons and daughters of working families. We’re going to do that right in the middle of civil war. Decided to do it right now, envision a bigger and brighter future by investing in you. That resulted in immense investment in social capital. 1862 two other pieces of legislature. Homestead act and railroad act. Homestead act and Pacific railroad act gave horizontal and geographic mobility. Land grant gave social and vertical mobility. Enabled people to send kids to school whose parents never could. Change of ethical responsibility, allow more of us to stand on our feet and be meaningful members of society. End of my dissertation.

Lamm: Fabulous job with convocation. Excellent kickoff of Year of Engaged Leadership. Excited to see what’s next.

Cruzado: If you have any exciting ideas, let us know! Many great things to come.

Murdock: Impacts from new freshmen 15?

Cruzado: Only thing we did. Took an old program and we repackaged it and called it freshman 15. Encourage people to do it. As a result, last year number of freshman students who enrolled in 15 credits jumped to 50%. This year, 58%. I hope you’ll help spread good words. Not only for freshman but for everyone. Conducted very un-scientific survey. Meet students on campus, almost verging on non-politeness. Ask how many credits. I have yet to find student that is enrolled in 15 or less. Traveled with football team last Friday. Stranded in Bozeman airport for 12 hours. Lots of
opportunities to get to know them intimately. 30 hours of their week to football and they’re all taking 12, 13, 15, 16 credits.

French: I’m hopefully graduating in May. Three years, going on four. Been here approximately same amount of time. Seen lots of changes in last three years dramatically. Course enrollment, availability, etc. Appreciate your efforts. See you everywhere, very approachable, working very hard to make a positive impact for us here on campus, across state, in nation, very touching.
Cruz: I look forward to shaking your hand.
French: Me, too.
Cruzado: You’ll really enjoy commencement. Envy of the state.
Mains: I’ve heard the mount of years student attend is more than it should be as in students are here for many years. Improvement on that?
Cruz: Whole purpose of freshman 15. If you enter 120 credits. 12 per semester, you will not graduate in four years. Hidden agenda is help students graduate faster, benefit from financial incentives, allow them not to incur so much debt, be able to graduate without having a mortgage on shoulders. There has been research that shows students enrolled in more credits do better than those who don’t. Being very busy, prioritize time, helps. Worst part is when they have less fulfilling schedules, mind starts wandering, performance goes down. Our hope that by pushing students to take more credits will enable them to graduate sooner. I love you all but if you don’t graduate from here, my job is not done. If I can graduate you in four years, that is happiness for me. I know you will come back, stay in touch.
Townshend: We will now go back to our discussion on proxy votes.
French: Like concept of proxy votes. I will stand firm. Should be extended to next generation of senators because concept was presented to us or at least to me. Irrelevant that I haven’t used them, doesn’t mean time or place or opportunity to use it won’t happen. Talking with roommates: These are my thoughts and both of my roommates agree on this: do research, present idea in written format, didn’t have issue with that. Elect you to represent intentions. No proxy, can’t do that. Allow next generation of senators to make that decision for themselves. Not going to tie the next groups hands, have discussion every year.
Rowe: Speak to other side. Not in favor of allowing proxy votes within our body. Entitled yourself to position. Robert’s Rules of Order does not allow proxy. Don’t allow more than a few exceptions. I’d like to use iceberg example. We see an iceberg, we see 10%. 90% under the water, what you prepare before. Must do 100%. To do 100% must be at the meeting.

Mains: I move to put piece I talked about back up there.

French: Like to see what interest is before we have a full on conversation.

Townshend: Don’t know technically. Yea in favor, nay if not.

French: I don’t think there’s a point to have discussion given that.

Lamm: Motion continue to approve bylaws without proxy section.

Townshend: They’re already approved contingent upon this discussion.

Oak: Are we voting on simply approving 5-3?

Townshend: No motion. Nothing on table.

Oak: Forgive me, chair. I thought we approved the bylaws except this.

Townshend: We’re good.

Admin Reports

○ President – Lindsay Murdock

Murdock: Quick presentation about this summer. Contention about funding internship. Ensure transparency, accountability, brief overview of what we did this summer. We have all info in the drive. We met with all heavy hitters on campus. Pres Cruzado, VPs, division heads in student success pertinent to our collaborations, met with pertinent other governing councils. Dean’s council, faculty senate, staff senate, professional council. Started internally to discuss goals for classified directors for the year and how we can continue to support them with their goals this year. We did a budget review to make sure we understood the budget. Put that in there for future executives who may not be as well integrate with the process. Went externally. Highlight all ASMSU is doing. All three parts of ASMSU and what that means for students and raising awareness across campus. Helps administrators to understand how we work, how they can better help to support our programs. Way to leverage student fees. The more we can raise awareness about that and get support from other departments on campus. Did things with Life of Pi and Procrastinator. Provost’s office helped pay for Life if Pi showing,
rather than use student fees. Discuss future collaborations, springboard off of stuff we’re already doing. Many of our meetings are helping to serve students because we are better able to understand and navigate the system, build those relationships, we can get stuff started faster. Interject student voices in decisions and into some bodies where we haven’t gone before. No president has even gone to welcome the student athletes. Just getting our name out to the students. Never would’ve happened if we didn’t talk to Peter and say we want to go to an all athlete meeting. Now Peter reach out to next president, come talk. Even minimal good faith relationships, getting our name out there. Reach out to students, McNairs and AIC, people ASMSU hasn’t historically reached out to. Steve helped us become formal liaison between ASMSU and AIC. Different positions, duties for senators, continue to be involved and represent constituents. All minutes are on the drive. We can also give you briefs on the meetings we attended, more contact information, etc. Wanted to show you some of what we did and a few tangible outcomes. We were both paid for about 200 hours. Those are our hours. Only included last 3 weeks in May and first 2.5 in August. I pulled out Orientation sessions. Quick senate report. Welcome back guys, nice to have office be full again. With that comes some level of office etiquette. Know I’m first offender of cussing in office; try to keep that out of the office. Don’t talk about drinking if you’re underage. I don’t want to hear about you hitting the bong or partying and whatever you did last weekend. We have some great opportunities to connect with constituents: take a few of these cards. To be none left by the time it gets to Rose. Mondays on the mall every other Monday. Opportunity for us to set up a big tent on mall, Alex out with some music. Know students won’t always come to us, if we’re out there making ourselves known, easier for them to come to us with their problems concerns, etc.

Oak: Great idea. How long will this happen? When snow starts?
Murdock: Lunch hour. I’ll be out there 11:30-1:30 on Mondays. Two more outsides. Then we’ll move into the SUB, Union Market, talked to Butch areas in front of yellow doors. As going to committees, to boards, to ad-hocs in official ASMSU capacity, must do two things. One: not just represent your own beliefs. Easy to believe your opinions matter the most. At end of day, you seek to represent all students in your college. PTAC. Not yes I want a parking garage, but what is the best for the students? Of who is
coming to me, what is their idea? If a committee says we want student input on that and you think idea is bad and you’re not sure how you should represent students, say “I don’t feel comfortable voting on this today.” Let me talk to senators, come back to this. Do what is best for students, best for their success and education here. Also important report what you’re doing back to ASMSU. Why we have senate reports. People would come in on what people would be doing. Report back. Not saying you all need to do that everyday. Need to use your time to report that info back. Meet with reference librarian tomorrow from 2-3 in ASMSU, one of most active faculty liaisons to ASMSU. They’re that excited about having our input on everything. Utilize doors they open for faculty and staff. Feedback, pretty informal. Library does a lot and is receptive to our feedback, stuff we say they do. Also looking at another student needs assessment. Senator to determine what it should address, how it should look, how we can use data to help with budgeting and programming. Eric and Cara. We’ll work with you two. Board of Regents next week. Wonky because of Homecoming. Wednesday and Thursday in big beautiful Butte. Let me know. Hope to get back in time … if its up to me we will miss senate. Saturday tailgate, please come. Such poor attendance from senators. Tiffany has been there, not a senator. Makes PDs feel awful. They aren’t there because they want to clean up bacon grease and otter juice. Call PETA on me. They don’t want that. Not much time commitment, get ASMSU’s name out there. Job as a senator. Take oath, you are here to serve, represent, outreach students. Sometimes its as simple and fun as tailgating. Shouldn’t have to beg you for this.

Townshend: Send out signup form that Laura Frazee gave. People for setup and takedown and two games. Group here please help out. Furthermore, two years ago when we decided to put tailgating into budget, it was senate that really pushed for it. Platform for outreach, important that we utilize it as a senate. Sign up for helping out, make sure you do so. You won’t miss much of game, makes PDs feel they’re putting hard work into something that is exciting for everyone. Theme is nachos this year instead of bacon.

French: Paper from Butch last January about ballroom upgrades. Do you know anything about progress along those lines?

Murdock: We decided to push that back to 2014-2015 school year because of events
with Year of Engaged Leadership. Town hall meeting yesterday. Cruzado was great about letting me have some time. 15 minutes to get through updates and programs we’re having. Doing a lot. Really excited. Thank you all for your hard work. I know my reports aren’t always the most thankful and I’m really grateful for all you do. So we’re obviously doing something right. 45 senate applications. Thank you for that. Thanks for rerunning. Thanks for continued hard work.

○ Vice-President – Lukas Smith

Smith: I forgot a quote….PD updates. Homecoming coming up in three weeks. Wednesday we will do a barbecue, need volunteers, Laura will be in contact. Bonfire that Wednesday night as well, same time as Price as Right. 45 application for senate. That’s lots of apps. Good luck to those of you rerunning! New logo and film at the Pro, check it out! CE putting on bluegrass Halloween kickoff concert in SOB pretty awesome. Latenight still needs attendants. Still accepting apps for student political action director.

Rowe: What’s the bluegrass band?

Smith: I don’t know, pretty well known.

○ Business Manager – Erica Dunn

Dunn: Money time! Only been here less than an hour and a half, imagine last year 4.5 hours plus. Came in super under budget. Brandi worked with Daycare. Over budget. CE moved budget around. 3 medium concerts each at $7700. 5 Leigh lounge shows instead of 8. $72,000+ in reserve this year. Inventory rolling list, try to get things replaced in timely manner, Brandi and I work on that, love see you all again, stay classy.

○ Senate President – Michael Townshend

Townshend: Another sheet go around. Name, committees you’re actively serving on, I need to know so I can prepare next person for committees that are actively meetings and get a list of what’s going on. Also send thank yous around from Donors Choose. We funded three programs to completion. Blessed with awesome thank you notes from children at schools we supported. Nice pick me ups. Send those around. Student organization fee doubled. With that, all other ASMSU fees indexed approved by Board of Regents. Not including student organization fee, fees went up $1.80. Elections and campaigns. Thank you all for rerunning. Remind you that campaigning is strictly off
limits in the office; don’t want to hear about it there. Some sticky situations in the past. We don’t want to see that within the office, campaign friendly.

Murdock: No making posters in ASMSU office, no using our tools, don’t bring any campaign materials into office.

Townshend: I don’t want to see that in the office and if necessary I will tell the elections director and she’ll take care of it. Don’t do it. Good luck! Senate seats reallocated based on spring semester numbers. L&S got one more seat, US lost one. Based on enrollment numbers. Still empty spots on office hours sheet in the office. Please go put your two hours down, much appreciated. I know only one month left, I will admit I am losing some energy. Senioritis, 7 credits really taxing, almost no time to do anything fun. Make point to be really on top of it this next month, make sure you get experience out of senate that you wanted. Expect same from you all. Welcome back! Hope you all are enjoying your classes, everything is going well. School related things during senate excused, get in touch with me before hand. 19th, 26th, 3rd. 10th will be installing new senate which some of you may be on, look forward to that. 10th is last meeting for those not running, keep it up until then!

Murdock: Thanks for doing 2 jobs.

Townshend: Funding board going well. Now have full board. If you have questions, we should talk about that. My office hours are posted on the wall.

○ Senate Vice President – N/A

● Senate Reports

Thuringer: MSU trying to build a new residence hall by 2016. College of Business, saw lots go on with that that we can learn form. Same time frame of trying to build a building that quickly. Judging by some complications, need to pay attention to what’s going on there. Students freaking out, haven’t heard about it yet. Three sites recommended, send in student input. Come talk to me.

Townshend: Will be here next week.

French: When did conversation start? Heard nothing about it.

Thuringer: Exactly. Heard about it a month ago.

Murdock: Conversation started with us looking at a public private partnership, have someone else come in and build apartments on campus. They first went with consultant
to see if it’s feasible, fiscally responsible, done in same time frame. That conversation started at beginning of summer. Let us know six or five weeks ago, not happening, move forward with 400-person residence hall, quicker, more fiscally feasible. Waded went public with it yesterday at the town hall meeting. First opportunity to start conversation in more public manner. I do think they should have brought that to students first. I do think important to inject voices now and start conversations.

French: Three sites?
Thuringer: Narrowed it down from 6.
French: Have a site next week?
Townshend: They will not have one.
Thuringer: Talk to constituents. Should be angry about it. Pay attention, I'll keep you updated. Every other Tuesday at 3:30 in facilities consulate. Students need to know about this. Not enough student input.

Lamm: Dove and I started conversations about streamline airport route, possibility of that. Interchange (ramp) off freeway to the airport so that will happen within next three years or so, talked to new director of transportation and voiced our opinion, something students really want, has been expressed, keep an eye on it, leaving you potentially coming back in charge to keep an eye on it. Another project I’d like someone to be a mentee on is dead week survey project. Don’t want that to stop. Some ideas for refining survey, things like that. Hopefully you get reelected and can move forward with that.

Rowe: AIC new formal liaison position for that. Just held elections. Meetings on Wednesday at 4:15. Also on IT Council this year. IT for all four MSU campuses. Input, please contact me after this meeting. Sign up for the tailgate pretty important!

Dove: Streamline all summer. Changed routes, yellow now yellow and orange. Latenight flipped it around. Airport shuttle, talking to them. Honestly, not going to happen until off ramp comes in.

Oak: Talked to the Procrastinator. One of coolest things we have is the outdoors. Done little to play off of that. New head of Pro is a mother flippin' bad apple. New idea of bringing in outdoor film festival. Cool. Love to play outside? Come, get a coffee, I want to see this happen, be something students want to go to every year.

- Senate Announcements
Mains: Eric and I part of Pre-Law Club. Lot of interest right now. 148 people on list serve. Know anyone interested in pre-law, point them our way, tours of jail, courthouse, admissions for law schools come in, LSAT prep, etc. get in touch with us.

Thuringer: Forward Montana, ACLU, other groups training “Wellstone Base Camp” activist training. NECO has given ten opportunities to give them, ASMSU also has ten fully funded spots. NECO probably won’t fill all. If people are more interested, come in! Interesting event. Activism, political engagement, etc.

Schaff: Fraternity and sorority. Pie a Pi Phi dinner. $5/ticket next Friday. AGR homecoming Testicle Festival philanthropy for 5 charities, rocky mountain oysters, 32 below and exit 18 (two bands), bar for those of age, swing dancing party concert, etc.

Dunn: Business school reevaluated. Used to be one of 15% accredited. One of 5% that is accredited. Tell your business folks good job, pretty awesome. Harvard, Princeton, pretty up there in terms of business schools.

Rowe: Student panelist for political science dept. Marsha Quail. World-renowned Supreme Court analyst, questions for that, let me know.

- Meeting Adjourned at 7:42pm.

French: Move to adjourn.

Seconded by Mains.